
 

Driverless Cars 

The  automotive  sector  is  one  area  where  technology   is
developing  at  a  significantly  fast  pace.  From  developments  in
green  technology  to  forward  emergency  braking  in  luxury
vehicles, innovation is at the heart of the automotive sector. 

A  particularly  popular  area  of  interest  is  driverless  vehicles.
Essentially, these self-driving cars use a vast range of sensors to
understand  the  environment  around  the  vehicle  and  use  this
information to navigate through the streets to your destination –
without the need for assistance from a human.

One of the main reasons behind the development of driverless
vehicles is the potential to significantly reduce the number of road
traffic accidents, some of which can be deadly. Human error is a
natural part of life, but when this occurs behind the wheel of a
car, it can lead to catastrophic outcomes which driverless vehicles
are designed to avoid.

So why haven’t driverless vehicles hit the roads already? What’s 
stopping self-driving cars from gaining mass market approval? 
Although driverless vehicles present a wealth of new 
opportunities and advantages, there are numerous disadvantages
behind the use of these vehicles, including the high costs 
involved.



Education in past and present in the UAE

Hey i am Moustapha . In this blog I will give
information about the education during the past

and present.
Education in the past before the oil came it was a

lot different than its now.
people used to send their children to the mosque to

read the holy Qur'an , learn mathematics
principals and the basics of life.

It was hard for them to learn because there weren't
hi-tech equipments or fast and comfortable

transportation .
Zayed ruled and united the 7 emirates he hired oil

companies to search the for black gold"oil".
After the oil discovery the UAE developed in all

fields including education.
The education now is a lot easier than before . The

UAE government realized how education is
important these days .

They built schools everywhere and equipped them
with hi-tech projectors, computers and boards .
It’s easier now because the student can get

information from the internet or the library.

http://uae-education.blogspot.ae/2011/11/education-in-past-and-present-in-uae.html


 

How technology improved our lives 

Technology is the usage and knowledge of tools, techniques,

crafts, systems or methods of organization in order to solve a problem

or serve some purpose. Technology is always developing and improving

giving people more idea’s to expand inventions and make the old

inventions better and more useful for their community and the world.

Technology helped improve our lives in many ways like in education,

health and in communication.

We use Technology in many ways that improved our daily lives, it was

created to make our lives easier and faster, with the development of

technology these days many things have changed, and been improved in

many felids, one of them is health which is the most important felid of

all, because who cares if you have all the richness in the world when

you are sick or un healthy and as they say ( a healthy poor man is

better than a wealthy sick man ).

There are many devices that the doctor’s use to help us get back to

our health so I think technology really has made a huge difference in

our life that helped us in many ways.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tool
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Craft


Write a paragraph about the advantages of studying in a
university

There are a lot of advantages of studying in a university.
For instance, in the university you can meet new friends.
Furthermore,  university  offers  the  chance  to  encounter
people  of  all  ages and different  backgrounds.  However
university  offers  such  a  wide  range  of  activities  and
finding new interests. Moreover, university can boost your
confidence  and  value  of  independence  in  your  own
abilities. Specially if you apply for an institution which is
far from your home.

Write paragraph about your future learning goals

I think I`d really like to go to university. First I  want to
finish school and get these exams out of way. So one of
my first learning goals is to make a revision timetable for
every subject each week. Then I am going to lots of exam
practice. Then I`ll see I get on. If I get good marks, I will
probably apply for university. 



Healthy life style 

Health is wealth. There is nothing in our life that is more
valuable  than  good  health.  Without  health  there  is  no
happiness, no peace and no success. A person with bad
health cannot enjoy the enjoyment of being wealthy.

 To be healthy and fit you should follow these advices.
Firstly,  you  should  eat  healthy  and  balanced  diet.
Secondly,  you  should  do  exercises  and  some  trainings
such as cycling, running, taekwondo, and playing football.
Thirdly, eat fruits and vegetables more than meats, fish,
and eggs. 

 Morning walks and physical exercises are very helpful for
the fitness of our mind and our body.  A healthy person
enjoys good food and sound sleep. Good health is very
important because a person of good health can end  a
large amount of work in a short time. Finally,  we don’t
forget that “a sound mind in a sound body.”



 

Good citizens are actively involved in their community and in the 
betterment of their fellow citizens. They take pride in where they
live and strive to make it a better place. We all want to be known 
as a good citizen, and with a little thought and effort, anyone can 
be one. 

Get a good education. One of the best things you can do to help 
your community is to get a good education. When you're well 
educated, you can get better jobs and contribute more to the 
economy. 

Work hard.  No matter what  job you have,  working hard is  an
important part of being a good citizen. When you work hard, you
provide  services  to  others  and you  earn  money,  both  of  which
contribute to a stronger economy in your area.

Stay healthy.  When you get sick, you put others at risk and you
take up valuable space in doctor's offices and hospitals that could
go towards someone else. Exercise, eat right, and make sure you
stay current on all your shots. important to take care of your body
and stay as healthy as possible It's.  

Pick up litter. If you see trash lying around don't just stare at it
and walk pass it. Try to make time once a month to go around your
neighborhood and pick up all of the trash that you see. Just be
sure  to  use  a  grabbing  stick  or  gardening  gloves,  to  prevent
hurting yourself on something dangerous.


